GO FURTHER WITH LANGUAGE

Boost your career at home or abroad with www.eurocatering.org

Eurocatering is a free language training website for students, trainees and workers.

Learn specialised terminology for the KITCHEN, RESTAURANT & RECEPTION
CONTENT

- Professional vocabulary, dialogues and exercises for the Kitchen and Restaurant in 12 languages
- Professional vocabulary, dialogues and exercises for Reception in 11 languages
- Languages include: Dutch, English, Finnish, French, Galician, German, Irish, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Slovenian and Spanish
- Socio-cultural information for work in the different countries
- Teacher’s resources & User’s guide

PARTNERSHIP

- Haute École Louvain en Hainaut, Mons (BE)
- Linguapolis-Universiteit Antwerpen, Antwerpen (BE)
- Robert-Wetzlar-Berufskolleg der Stadt Bonn, Bonn (DE)
- Instituto de Educación Secundaria ‘As Fontiñas’, Santiago de Compostela (ES)
- Salpaus Further Education Lahti (FI)
- Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway (IE)
- Ce.S.F.Or-Centro Studi Formazione Orientamento, Rome (IT)
- Kuben yrkesarena, Oslo (NO)
- The Henryk Dobrzanski ‘Hubal’ Group of Technical Schools n°1, Starachowice (PL)

CONTACT

info@eurocatering.org

‘Eurocatering Language Training’

@EuroCatering
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